Supplementary information includes: i) methodological clustering details; ii) Clustering exploration results (Fig. 1) ; iii) Energy landscape exploration of TRP, A-GPCR and PR (Figs 2-4); iv) Complete table with all binding time statistics; v) Standard PELE induced fit simulations on sEH; vi) Clustering parameters configurations (Fig. 5) Centroid distance as a lower bound for the RMSD.
In the clustering, we have a ligand structure that we want to cluster, and a cluster center (the reference structure) with coordinates r and r REF , respectively . The distance vector between the i-th atom in both structures is defined as:
For the sake of brevity, we will avoid recalling explicitly the dependence on the two sets of coordinates: ! ≡ ! ! , REF, ! . The distance between a pair of atoms corresponds to its modulus: ! = || ! ||. The centroid distance, c d , between both structures is:
where the summation extends over all N ligand atoms.
After superposing the protein alpha carbons, the ligand RMSD is calculated with:
where the summation again extends over all ligand atoms.
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality states that in an n-dimensional Euclidean space: | · | ≤ || || · || ||, where . , . is the inner product. Applying it to u and v such that ! =
Using the triangle inequality for d i :
, and dividing it by N, we obtain:
Combining Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) we obtain:
as we wanted to prove. Intuitively, the equality applies when the structure is a translation of the reference structure, and the inequality applies when there is a translation and rotation. 420±500 140±50  87±20  59±20  39±10  36±10   200±90  130±60  82±40  55±10  48±10  35±10   110±40  98±30  67±20  53±7  40±6  33±8   A-GPCR   --2440±700 1260±830 1230±640 910±460   200±100 115±40  56±10  45±10  30±4  25±4   230±100  76±22  74±30  45±10  30±5  23±4   110±50  85±30  53±20  42±10  32±3  25±3 Std. PELE, : Inversely Proportional, B.E. ε-greedy, RMSD ε-greedy Supplementary Table 1 | Binding times for all studied systems and strategies. Results show the MC steps averaged over ten independent runs. For PR with 32 processors and A-GPCR for 32 and 64, we did not observe any binding event in more than half of the runs. The color code corresponds to the strategy; red for non-adaptive PELE, blue for the inversely proportional strategy, green for the binding energy ε-greedy and orange for the RMSD ε-greedy.
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